COVALENCE PRODUCT LINE

Covalence combines powerful
cyber protection with simplicity.

covalence.fieldeffect.com
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As a turnkey managed security
service, Covalence provides
comprehensive threat detection
and response across your
clients’ endpoints, networks,
and cloud services – all
delivered and managed
through a single portal.

The unique strength of Covalence is that it not only

COVALENCE CLOUD

Covalence is available in
flexible packages, so you
can choose the one that fits
your clients’ infrastructure
and security needs while still
delivering the highest level
of protection.

Protect the cloud services businesses rely
on to scale their business.
COVALENCE COMPLETE

Safeguard the entire threat surface with complete
protection across networks, endpoints, cloud services,
and applications.

sees into every aspect of a business’ threat surface, but
it aggregates the data from multiple security events into
simple, actionable steps.
• No security expertise required
• No more alert fatigue
• Easy to deploy and manage
• Priced for any size organization

FEATURE

COVALENCE CLOUD

COVALENCE COMPLETE





Cloud only

Cloud, endpoints, and network

Domain Monitoring





Threat Hunting





Suspicious Email Analysis Service
(SEAS)





Actionable Alerts (AROs)





Flexible Reporting





APIs & SDKs









Phone, online, and email

Phone, online, and email

Operations Portal





Appliance Updates
& New Services





24x7 Security Monitoring

Cyber Concierge

Active Response



Security Observer



DNS Firewall



Feature Descriptions
24X7 SECURITY MONITORING

ACTIVE RESPONSE

Get comprehensive, 24x7 monitoring, alerting, and

Sleep better at night with automated remediation of active

analysis of potential threats and vulnerabilities across

threats and compromises on your network that our team

endpoints, networks, and cloud services. Covalence

isolates and prevents from spreading.

Cloud and Covalence Complete include monitoring of
Microsoft 365, Google Workspace, Dropbox, Box.com,
AWS, Azure, Okta.

APIS & SDKS

Easily integrate with existing business applications and
security tools, including ConnectWise, VMware Carbon
Black, VMware AirWatch, and Microsoft Intune, to further
streamline alerts and threat management.

ACTIONABLE ALERTS (AROS)

Receive immediate alerts for threats, vulnerabilities, and other security-related risks – all triaged
by Covalence to remove noise and show only the alerts that matter. These alerts are delivered as
Actions, Recommendations and Observations (AROs), which are prioritized, actionable alerts that
provide all the information needed to understand and resolve threats.

APPLIANCE UPDATES & NEW SERVICES

OPERATIONS PORTAL

Get access to all feature updates and new services

Set up the Covalence service within minutes and check

at no extra charge.

your clients’ security status, action AROs, and request help

CYBER CONCIERGE

any time through the Field Effect portal.

Access a dedicated team of experienced cyber analysts

SECURITY OBSERVER

for help with anything from technical support to advice

Take a closer look at how Covalence analyzes data from

on security strategy.

the Observer View, which is an informational tool that lets

DNS FIREWALL

Fortify the network perimeter with a DNS firewall that

you explore underlying indexed data to learn more about
the network, endpoint, and cloud layers.

ensures safe web browsing and Internet access by blocking

SUSPICIOUS EMAIL ANALYSIS SERVICE (SEAS)

connections to malicious websites.

Upload suspicious emails for immediate analysis of an

DOMAIN MONITORING

Protect against phishing and other potential attacks by

email’s content, metadata, and attachments. We notify
you within minutes if we see anything of concern.

monitoring and receiving alerts about activity by unknown

THREAT HUNTING

users trying to create and register similar domains.

Gain actionable insights and security recommendations

FLEXIBLE REPORTING

Receive weekly and monthly reports that summarize
issues found and the actions taken to resolve them.
You or your clients can also self-generate reports based
on historical data from any 30-day period.

thanks to expert threat hunters who dive deep into
network and Covalence data to identify new, emerging,
or otherwise undetected vulnerabilities and threats.

Prevention is your best defence.
Start securing your business today.
sales@fieldeffect.com
+1 (800) 299-8986

covalence.fieldeffect.com

Cyber security that keeps business moving.

